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Total Rewards Statements
Engage, motivate and retain  
your workforce



Engage and retain your workforce 
Jump start your HR digital transformation  

with plug-and-play Total Rewards Statements

In today’s employment market, even satisfied workers are at risk of leaving. Research shows that  
65% of employees believe they can find a better position that pays more. Turnover is often due to an 

employee’s perception of whether they are appreciated or paid fairly. Showing your employees all 
the ways you reward them can defend against voluntary attrition. Yet core HRIS systems do not give 

employees a view into their 360° reward packages.

The compensation experts at beqom make it easy to advance your HR digitization with  
plug-and-play dynamic total rewards statements that show each employee’s holistic compensation 

and rewards value to the organization.
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How does it work?
It’s easy: load data from your existing HRIT landscape into our ready-to-use templates and receive 

personalized total rewards statements right away, available to employees via a web portal that can be 
integrated into your environment. See immediate, cost-effective results:

• Quick ROI: Deliver retention-boosting value 
within days, with individualized reports that 
show employees their total rewards value.

• Trustworthy: Rely on the leader in total 
rewards management for clear, compelling 
reports that your employees will appreciate.

• Cost-Effective: Make a big gain in HR 
digitization without big investment, with  
costs as low as $0.21/employee/month.

• Plug-and-Play: Deliver value to employees 
and HR without development or IT resources or 
changing your HRIT systems and processes.

• Compliant: Centralize data for total rewards, 
providing transparency and adding value to 
your HR suite.

• Value adding: Show the value of your 
compensation team by creating a global, 
always-on, self-service digital experience. 

Get your Total Rewards Statements now.
Show your employees how they are valued and jump start your HR digital transformation  

with immediate ROI. Visit www.beqom.com/total-rewards-statements


